Dear Student,
This document is a guide to access and use Naviance, the career guidance tool. We
recommend you go through the modules in the order suggested in this document. The tool
provides a combination of research modules (R) and assessment modules (A). The Research
modules can be accessed as you wish at any time. Please set aside quiet time to do the
assessment modules when you are focussed and can think clearly. Some of these assessments
can be taken only once and you will not be able to repeat them after completion.
If you have completed some of the modules in the previous years, then you can move directly
to the new ones. If you have any queries regarding access to the modules, please contact your
career counsellor at BVB.
Suggested Order of Modules and Description
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Grades
Module

Cluster Finder
(A)

Learning Style
Inventory
(A)

Road trip Nation
(R)

MI Advantage
(A)

Description
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The Career Cluster Finder helps a
student discover which career clusters
may be a good match based on
activities that interest her, personal
qualities the student has and subjects
the student enjoys in school.









The Learning Style Inventory is the
most used learning style program in the
education community around the
world. Identify each student’s
environmental, emotional, sociological
and physical preferences to create their
best possible learning environment at
school and home.









Interviews chronicling the diverse
personal stories of leaders who have
turned their interests into their life’s
work are available to students. The
Road trip Nation interview archive
includes more than 3,500 full-length
video interviews.









MI Advantage™ uses multiple
intelligences theory to generate a
comprehensive, personalized report









covering nine distinct intelligences.
Great for learning to accept differences.
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Strengths
Explorer*
(A)
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Goal Setting

Strengths Explorer assessment
identifies each student’s three strongest
emerging talents. The assessment
includes explanations of these three
talents, strategies to encourage growth,
and action items to help students and
their parents leverage strengths in the
classroom and in life.









Set goals, to-do lists and track progress































Do What You Are® has been used by
millions of students to discover which
Do What You Are of 16 personality types is most like
(A)
them. Prepare students for more
educated decision making and goal
setting with these insights.
Subject Choice
College Search
(R)

Career Interest
Profiler
(A)

Survey of what subjects the student is
considering taking in grade XI
Search for colleges using your selected
criteria
The Career Interest Profiler is an
interest assessment for students based
on Holland's codes. It allows students
to complete an inventory which
analyzes their own interests and pairs
the results with potential career
matches.

* The Strength Explorer can be taken only once and cannot be reset.










